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Level 1 Art History 2019

Standard   91015

Part A: Commentary
It was pleasing to see that most candidates chose art works that were appropriate
to illustrate the formal elements they were discussing. 

Almost all candidates chose to answer Question Two, using the plates provided
as a reference. A small number of candidates used colour as a formal element,
which was not among the formal elements prescribed.

Part B: Report on standards

91015: Demonstrate understanding of
formal elements of art works, using art
terminology
Candidates who were awarded Achievement commonly:

used some art terminology to describe the formal elements for both chosen
art works, using some supporting evidence
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showed understanding of the formal elements chosen.

 Candidates whose work was assessed as Not Achieved commonly:

described limited aspects of the selected formal elements for both chosen art
works.

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Merit commonly:

used some art terminology to provide a detailed description of two formal
elements for both art works, and described, using evidence, how the
treatment of these formal elements affected the overall appearance of each
chosen art work.

 Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Excellence commonly:

used some art terminology purposefully to provide a thorough description of
two formal elements and the effect of these on the overall appearance of
each chosen art work, using relevant supporting evidence from these art
works.
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